
Government and critical infrastructure organisations face threats from hackers, hacktivists, criminal gangs 
and state level espionage. Adopting cloud to innovate and make savings needs to be done, but it needs to be 
done securely.

 ■ Australian government policy demands development is cloud first

 ■ 93% of Australian citizens expect their data to be kept secure from foreign entities¹

 ■ Data breach rules require disclosure of hacks and the Privacy Act has penalties for offenders²

 ■ Cyber attacks against government and critical infrastructure are increasing³

 ■ Australian entities suffered significant attacks in 2013 and 2018 against intelligence and defence 
contractors4 5

 ■ Australian government has warned about ongoing wide scale espionage against industry and government, 
a “constant, significant effort to steal our intellectual property”6

 ■ Geopolitical related cyber attacks are becoming more common and have hit Estonia in 2007, Georgia in 
2008 and Ukraine in 2015 and 2018

A prudent security posture is required to meet these numerous threats and high customer and citizen 
expectations. Vault Cloud provides highly secure cloud computation infrastructure for government and critical 
infrastructure providers who can’t afford to compromise on either security or innovation.

 ■ Built from the ground up to TOP SECRET controls

 ■ Australian Cyber Security Centre certification to hold PROTECTED workloads

 ■ A successful IRAP assessment to the SECRET level, the report is available under NDA

 ■ Sovereign company, only subject to Australian jurisdiction

 ■ Separate and exclusive community clouds for government and critical infrastructure to mitigate public 
cloud attack vectors

 ■ Business model and roadmap aligned to government and critical infrastructure customer needs
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 ■ Secure Operations Centre (SOC) built to SCEC Zone 5 specifications

 ■ Secure monitored data centres in Canberra and Sydney

 ■ Secure Internet Gateway and next generation firewalls

 ■ ICON network connectivity for government

 ■ Already trusted by government for mission critical workloads in the defence area

Vault Cloud allows you to take the most prudent security posture through its built-in security 
controls, sovereignty and exclusive community clouds. Our technology is already trusted by security 
conscious innovators like the Digital Transformation Agency and the Department of Defence.

¹ Australian Community Attitudes to Privacy Survey 2017, Office of the Australian Information Commissioner 
https://www.oaic.gov.au/engage-with-us/community-attitudes/australian-community-attitudes-to-privacy-survey-2017

² Data breach notification — A guide to handling personal information security breaches, Office of the Australian Information 
Commissioner, August 2014 
https://www.oaic.gov.au/privacy-law/privacy-archive/privacy-resources-archive/data-breach-notification-a-guide-to-handling-
personal-information-security-breaches[

³ 2018 Foreign Economic Espionage in Cyberspace, National Counterintelligence and Security Center, Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence 
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/ncsc-newsroom/item/1889-2018-foreign-economic-espionage-in-cyberspace

4 China blamed after ASIO blueprints stolen in major cyber attack on Canberra HQ, ABC News, 28 May 2013 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-05-27/asio-blueprints-stolen-in-major-hacking-operation/4715960

5 Explainer: Here’s what you need to know about the Austal cyber attack and extortion attempt, ABC News, 2 November 2018 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-02/austal-ship-cyber-attack-and-extortion-attempt-national-security/10458982

6 China uses the cloud to step up spying on Australian business, Canberra Times, 20 November 2018 
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/business/companies/china-uses-the-cloud-to-step-up-spying-on-australian-business-
20181119-p50gze.html
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